MB Technologies' Bindows -- The Leading Ajax Framework -- Reaches
Holland
Dutch software company, Datheon, joins Bindows Global Partnership Program.
Warner Robins, GA; Barneveld, The Netherlands (PRWEB) July 18, 2006 -- MB Technologies™, developers
of Bindows™, the leading development framework for Ajax and Web 2.0 applications, and Netherlands-based
Datheon, a premier software company, announced today that Datheon has become a Bindows Global Partner
for the Dutch market.
Datheon has chosen Bindows as its framework of choice for developing Ajax and Web 2.0 applications. With
Bindows, Datheon is able to match the power of their database solutions with a user-experience that is as rich
and responsive as a desktop application.
“Bindows fills the gap between ‘traditional’ web applications and desktop applications in a very elegant
manner,” says Mr. Zeppenfeldt, Datheon’s CEO. We have been looking for a strong front-end toolbox that
matches our flexible metadata platform in order to respond quickly to the continuously changing information
needs of our clients. The Unicode support is crucial to us since we are expanding into international markets.”
For faster time to market, Bindows’ proven and mature object-oriented architecture and its complete toolset
enable developers to build powerful Ajax and Web 2.0 enterprise applications with extremely rich GUIs that
interoperate with any backend platform, server, operating system, and major web browsers.
“We’re proud to have such an advanced partner in Holland – an extremely important, emerging Ajax market,”
said Ran Meriaz, president, MB Technologies. “Datheon brings to the table outstanding development, data
integration and consulting capabilities. By aggressively expanding our network of international partners and
list of large enterprise clients, we’re proving that Bindows is the framework of choice for building
zero-footprint, rich-GUI, Ajax and Web 2.0 enterprise applications.”
To become a Bindows partner, please contact sales @ bindows.net.
About MB Technologies
In 2002, MB Technologies developed the Bindows Ajax framework to deliver the United States Air Force
mission-critical, zero-footprint applications based on a programming concept that was later termed Ajax.
Bindows now leads the market as the premiere Ajax framework for building zero-footprint enterprise web
applications that are as rich and complete as any modern desktop application. MB Technologies is
headquartered in Warner Robins, Georgia, USA with its main development center in Goteborg, Sweden.
Please visit Bindows at www.bindows.net or blog.bindows.net.
About Datheon
As an authorized Bindows reseller, Datheon will provide consulting, training and support services for
Bindows to the emerging Dutch Ajax market. Datheon is a provider of web based metadata platforms that
allow users to store and manage any data without writing a single line of code. The Datheon Vista Project
Suite takes collaboration over the web to a new level, by a seamless integration of numerous modules that can
be tailored to fit any information requirement. Please visit Datheon at
http://www.datheon.com/asp/basis.asp?lng=En or www.bindows.nl (in Dutch)
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MB Technologies and Bindows are registered trademarks of MB Technologies, Inc. All other names are
trademarks of their respective companies.
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